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This research note investigates the effects of experience on problem solving behavior and the knowledge base of workers in an applied setting -- that of automobile mechanics.

The automobile is a highly complex system with many interconnected subsystems. Problem descriptions presented to a mechanic who needs to diagnose a car are usually quite sketchy, however. Novices are less able than experts to diagnose any but the most obvious problems. This research note concerns itself with
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Identifying the qualitative differences between mechanics with different levels of expertise. In this research note, three student mechanics are observed in a post-secondary technical school, each at a different level of expertise, diagnosing six problems introduced into cars in the school. Collected protocols are then analyzed to find the knowledge and strategies used in solving each problem. Series of protocols for each student were also analyzed to find the changes in knowledge and strategies used in solving later problems as compared to earlier problems. Differences were seen in both the knowledge used by the subjects and in their general approach to diagnosis. As a result of experience, the student mechanics seemed to improve in three areas: 1) their knowledge of the relationships between symptoms and possible failures was augmented, 2) their causal models of the car’s systems were augmented, and 3) their general troubleshooting procedures and decision rules were much improved.
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Abstract

Problem solving is known to vary in some predictable ways as a function of experience. In this study, we have investigated the effects of experience on the problem solving behavior and knowledge base of workers in an applied setting: automobile mechanics. The automobile itself is a highly complex system with many interconnected subsystems. Problem descriptions (i.e., symptoms) presented to a mechanic who needs to diagnose a car, however, are usually quite sketchy, requiring the collection of more information before solution. Novices are less able than experts to diagnose any but the obvious problems, and we are interested in identifying the qualitative differences between mechanics at different levels of expertise. In the study reported, we observed three student mechanics in a post-secondary technical school, each at a different level of expertise, diagnose six problems introduced into cars in the school. We then analyzed the protocols we collected to find the knowledge and strategies used in solving each problem. We also analyzed the series of protocols for each student to find the changes in knowledge and strategies used in solving later problems as compared to earlier problems. Differences were seen in both the knowledge used by the subjects and in their general approach to diagnosis. As a result of experience, the student mechanics seemed to improve in three areas: (1) their knowledge of the relationships between symptoms and possible failures was augmented, (2) their causal models of the car's systems were augmented, and (3) their general troubleshooting procedures and decision rules were much improved.

1. Introduction

Problem solving is known to vary in some predictable ways as a function of expertise. When the process of problem solving first came under scrutiny by psychology and computer science researchers, the problems studied were in knowledge-lean domains in which well-defined situations have known solutions (Reed, Ernst, & Banerji, 1974; Reed & Johnson, 1977; Ratman, 1978; Simon, 1975). In that work, the behavior of interest was generally a variable such as number of steps to completion or number of correct solutions. Recently however, interest in problem solving has leaned more toward problems in knowledge-rich domains such as physics (Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982; Simon & Simon, 1976), thermodynamics (Bethe & Simon, 1977), architecture (Akin, 1980), and political science (Voss, Greene, Post, & Penner, 1983; Voss & Tyler, 1981). Within these domains, researchers have continued to look at the steps and plans generated in coming to a solution, but they have also developed a further interest in the nature or organization of the knowledge used in the process of problem solving. A major question regarding the nature or organization of knowledge has been how that knowledge and its changes influence performance.

Our knowledge of the differences between novices and experts has reached the point where several general statements can be made. First, experts in any field are more able to recognize and remember typical conditions within their area of expertise. Second, experts generally organize their knowledge by functional characteristics of problems while novices are more likely to use surface features to characterize problems. There have not been a lot of explicit conclusions, however, about the particular knowledge structures used by experts and novices. Nor has there been work describing the particular changes in knowledge and processing behavior that happen as a result of a single experience.

* This research is supported in part by the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences under Contract No. MDA-903-86-C-173. Thanks to Ken Allston and Gita Rangarajan, who provided representations for the paper and ideas about analyzing the protocols.

Our primary goal is to discover the changes that individual experiences have on a problem solver. In order to achieve that goal, we first have to find out what knowledge the problem solver starts with before solving any problem and what knowledge he has later to solve a similar problem. While earlier work has indicated that "good" diagnostic ability is a function more of knowledge about the problem area being diagnosed than of general diagnostic skills (Miller, 1975), we find that the diagnostic skills of novices and experts also differ, and therefore also observe initial strategies of problem solvers and those used after a particular experience.

In the particular experiment to be discussed, we had two goals. Our first was to find out what knowledge subjects at different levels of expertise had and to be able to state the problem solving strategies used by subjects at varying levels of expertise. This, we felt, would give us a good idea of what things experience teaches. Based on our previous work on memory and problem solving (Kolodner, 1985; Kolodner & Simpson, 1984; Kolodner & Kolodner, 1987), we expected that differences would be in both the amount known and accessibility (or organization) of known knowledge. Our second goal was to identify particular changes over time in each individual's handling of specific problems and types of problems. The sequence of problems presented to the subjects was derived such that this would be possible.

The task domain we have chosen to look at, diagnosis of automotive problems, is interesting for several reasons. The automobile engine is a highly complex entity. It consists of a number of interacting systems acting to produce the car's motion. Failures in any component or system of the engine usually produce noticeable symptoms or changes in the car's performance, but the failures themselves are seldom obvious to the amateur. In addition, a given symptom can indicate numerous possible failures within the engine. The person who comes to the shop with a problem describes a symptom or set of symptoms to the mechanic, and it is the mechanic's job to further investigate the car to find out which of the many possible problems that could cause the reported symptom(s) is in fact responsible for it. Experts are much better than novices at determining the causes of automotive problems. (As the old story goes; it's ten cents for the screw and twenty dollars for knowing which one to replace.)

The domain is knowledge-rich, and the depth of knowledge and ability to use it are both important in making a good diagnosis. Schools teach about cars in general, but since there are so many different kinds of cars, each of which have their own peculiarities, textbooks and schools can't teach everything. Diagnosing a car with a given set of symptoms may depend as much on the age and type of engine as on the symptoms presented. A given failure can be a common cause of a particular symptom in one engine and not possible in another. Experience with different types of cars and different types of problems is thus essential in gaining expertise. Furthermore, there are too many types of cars (most models change at least a little every year) and too much in the set of manuals for individual cars for a mechanic to know everything about every car. Thus, it is essential for the expert mechanic to draw his own generalizations about cars that allow him to organize and access knowledge appropriate to any particular car and problem he is looking at.

In the work reported here, three student mechanics were observed while diagnosing car failures. Six problems were presented at weekly intervals and think-aloud protocols were collected while the students worked and were transcribed and coded for later analysis. Each week the instructor demonstrated the correct or optimum troubleshooting sequence for diagnosis of the failure after all subjects were finished. Thus, each student had an opportunity for feedback and an explanation of the car's problem whether or not he had diagnosed it correctly. Each failure was introduced into the car deliberately and each problem was caused by only one failed part. Analysis of the data focused on the knowledge and strategies used by students at different levels of training, how their knowledge was organized, and how their knowledge and strategies changed with experience.

We expected that the more experienced student would solve more problems and would give evidence of having a more organized knowledge base than the less experienced students. In addition, we expected that individuals would show evidence over the series of problems of acquiring new diagnostic skills and new knowledge and connections within their knowledge.
2. Method

2.1. Subjects

Three students at a post-secondary technical school volunteered to participate in the project. The technical program is a two-year, eight-quarter program. During much of the second year, the students work in a shop setting within the school. Cars belonging to school personnel and friends of the students and instructors are diagnosed and repaired by students. In addition, the school owns several cars that can be used in teaching students to teach about specific problems.

Each of the three student volunteers was at a different point in the program. The novice student was in his first quarter of the program and had no prior training or experience. The intermediate student was at the beginning of his second year in the program. The advanced student was near the end of the second year and held a part-time job as a mechanic outside of school. Each student worked on at least four of six problems.

2.2. Procedure

Subjects were observed once a week while diagnosing an actual problem in a car. The problems used were selected by an instructor in the program in consultation with the experimenter. The problems and the information given as the customer's complaint are described in Table 1. Each fault was introduced into a car by the instructor or by a student not in the study under the direction of the instructor. The cars used were all owned by the school with one exception: a new car brought in by a school official that had symptoms we had been presenting to the students in previous weeks. In every case, a single complaint was given and a single fault could be traced to account for the complaint. Students were told to track down the fault, but not to fix it unless repair was necessary to confirm the diagnosis.

In each session, the student was led to the car and, with the experimenter posing as a customer, told that the car was exhibiting a particular symptom. The student was then allowed to perform any tests desired on the car and its engine, with the exception of a driving road test, prohibited primarily by the symptoms presented by the car. The student was instructed to think aloud as he worked to find the failed component in the car. His comments were tape recorded by the experimenter, who also served as an assistant to the student when necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Complaint (Symptom)</th>
<th>Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>cranks but will not start</td>
<td>sediment or other blockage in gas line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cranks slowly when starting</td>
<td>bad cell in battery-will not hold charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cranks but will not start</td>
<td>bad connection behind fuse panel and fuel pump fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>cranks but will not start</td>
<td>loose ground wires from Electronic Control Module (computer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>cranks but will not start</td>
<td>open test circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>detonation on acceleration</td>
<td>poorly adjusted timing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Coding

After all protocols were transcribed, each statement was coded into one of six categories, shown in Table 2 with examples. Statements coded as hypotheses were those in which a specific system or component was first named as a possible source of the failure or in which the system or component was accepted or rejected as the
Table 2
Coding Categories for Protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Additional Specifications</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypotheses</td>
<td>Number and Status</td>
<td>Could be starved for gas (N-P1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>It could be, could be the starter (N-P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Topic (Failure, normal functioning, or troubleshooting)</td>
<td>Fuel Pump should come on for 3 seconds (I-P4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First of all, I have to locate the connector to the back of the fuel pump (A-P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Source of Information</td>
<td>Before I look in the book, I'm going to check the fuse (A-P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Topic (hypothesis(number) or complaint)</td>
<td>What we don't have is fuel to the throttle body (A-P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don't believe I hear it running (A-P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restatements</td>
<td>Topic (complaint or summary of observations)</td>
<td>to rephrase that the throttle body is not injecting fuel (A-P3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source of the failure. Hypotheses were numbered in order of appearance and, each time one was mentioned, its status was noted. Its status could be open, accepted, confirmed, or rejected. Rules were statements giving known, constant information about an engine or about the process of diagnosis. Statements coded as information gathering were generally descriptions of the actions being taken by the subject at the time. Such actions could elicit or obtain information from the customer, from a book, or via a procedure or test applied to the engine. Observations were statements giving the information obtained from the action taken. Restatements were repetitions of previously stated or collected information rather than new information. Each statement falling into one of the last three categories was identified with a specific hypothesis by its number if possible. All other statements were uncodable and were marked as such.

3. Results and Discussion

As expected, the ability of the students to correctly diagnose the problems changed substantially between the novice level and the intermediate and advanced levels. The diagnoses given by each subject and the number of hypotheses considered are shown in Table 3. The novice correctly diagnosed only one of four problems attempted, while the intermediate student correctly diagnosed three of six and the advanced student three of four. In addition, the number of hypotheses considered increased with expertise. The novice generated a mean of 3.0 hypotheses per problem and the intermediate and advanced students generated 6.8 and 5.0 hypotheses per problem respectively.
3.1. Knowledge Structures and Knowledge Organization

In general, the diagnostic behavior we saw was similar to that reported by other researchers (Hunt, 1981; Rasmussen, 1978; 1979; Rasmussen & Jensen, 1974). Students generated one or more possible hypotheses for the failure immediately after observing the symptom(s). These hypotheses were then tested in a fairly systematic (albeit sometimes idiosyncratic) way either by observation of the inputs to and outputs from specific components and systems or by performance of specific diagnostic tests. In successful cases, a single diagnosis ultimately was given, accompanied by an explanation of how or why that failure would generate the observed symptom(s).

We interpret this process as being indicative of an interaction between two types of knowledge structures. The first, a causal model of the car’s engine, contains knowledge about individual components and their inputs, outputs, and normal behavior; relates components within a system to one another; and describes the relationships and connections between systems. It is used to evaluate hypotheses in light of the evidence obtained from the failed engine and to lead the mechanic through the engine to the source of the problem in a systematic way. The causal model is generally quite large, and the second type of knowledge structure, symptom-fault sets, is used to index into the causal model at appropriate places. Symptom-fault sets represent the relationships between particular symptoms or sets of symptoms and failures. For example, given the symptom “the car cranks but will not start”, the symptom-fault sets will identify three systems as possible locations for the failure: the fuel system, the air intake system, and the ignition system. Within each of these systems, additional symptom-fault sets will identify individual components that may cause the symptom(s). For the fuel system, these would be a failed fuel pump, an empty gas tank, or a blocked fuel line. For the ignition system, these would be a bad distributor, bad spark plug wire, or a bad spark plug. These symptom-fault sets are used to derive initial hypotheses, directing the mechanic to look at only appropriate places in the causal model.

If, in fact, mechanics are using these two types of knowledge structures during troubleshooting, then we can predict several changes we should expect to see in these structures as a result of experience, and from those, we can predict the processing differences that would result from these changes. First, we predict that through experience, a mechanic’s set of symptom-fault sets increases and that the sets he already knows become more accurate. As a result of these changes, the mechanic should have better ways to index into the causal model, leading to more efficient searches for the correct failure. Second, the causal model should become more filled out with experience, both through addition of components and/or systems that were previously unknown and through addition of relationships and dependencies between the known components. The causal model, like symptom-fault sets, should also become more accurate. As a result of having a better causal model, a mechanic should be better able to systematically reason about the way the car works, allowing him to find engine failures more systematically and in more cases.

We did, in fact, see clear differences between students at different levels of experience reflecting exactly these changes in their knowledge structures. First, we saw evidence that both the organization and number of symptom-fault sets increases with experience. The advanced student seemed to know more symptom-fault sets than the novice, as evidenced by the larger number of hypotheses he was able to generate for each problem. In addition, the advanced student seemed to organize his symptom-fault sets differently than the novice, evidenced by the more systematic procedure he used for generating and testing hypotheses. The advanced student’s procedure was to zero in

| Table 3 |
| Final Diagnoses and Number of Hypotheses Considered by Each Subject |
| Problem | Novice | Intermediate | Advanced |
| 1 | not getting fuel(4) | clogged fuel line(3) | ------ |
| 2 | dead battery cell(5) | starter(4) | dead battery cell(6) |
| 3 | ------ | fuel pump relay(5) | fuel pump fuse(5) |
| 4 | fuel pump(3) | no diagnosis(6) | injector solenoid(9) |
| 5 | no diagnosis(0) | open latch circuit(9) | ------ |
| 6 | ------ | bad timing(10) | bad timing(2) |
on one of the engine's subsystems and then to consider which component of that system was faulty, while the novice did not differentiate between systems and components of systems in diagnosis. While for the novice, all faults are equal and an hypothesis at the component level was as likely to be selected as the first to investigate as an hypothesis at the system level, the more advanced troubleshooter seemed to organize his symptom-fault sets into two categories, each used for different purposes. One set pointed to faulty subsystems within the car (e.g., fuel system, electrical systems) and was used early in diagnosis to zero in on the faulty subsystem, while the second set pointed to faulty components of these systems (e.g., the fuel pump, the battery) and was used to diagnose the problem within that system. Such a change requires that the mechanic also reorganize his knowledge about the car's engine in a more hierarchical way that differentiates between systems and components of systems. Figure 1 shows a portion of the novice and advanced student's organizations of the causal model of the engine.

We also saw evidence that content of the causal model changed with experience. The causal model of the more advanced students contained not only more knowledge about individual components, but also more knowledge about the interconnected nature of the engine's systems. The behavior of the students during troubleshooting illustrates these findings. Consider, for example, the behavior of the advanced student in Problem 4. His reasoning went as follows:

The first thing you want to do, which is the easiest thing to do, is look and see if we have any fuel, because you gotta have fuel, air, and heat... Don't have fuel...The first thing I want to do is check the fuel...they're OK... hook this jumper lead to the bypass to the fuel pump...the fuel pump is running... check and see our connection up here to the energizer...going from the ECM up to the injector is OK...try to energize this solenoid by hand...check to see if we got any gas...all the lines are alright...got gas to the throttle body... my diagnosis is the solenoid is bad because everything else checks out.

The hypotheses generated by this student are in an order that reflects the multi-level and highly integrated

* For a full protocol of the session, write to the first author.
organization of both his causal model and his symptom-fault sets. He first determined which of three possible systems of the engine was affected and then investigated its components and others that could impinge on the behavior of the system under focus. In fact, his primary focus was on the electronic (or computer controlled) influences on the behavior of the fuel pump and fuel injectors. This reasoning showed an awareness (reflected in the student's causal model) of the interdependencies between subsystems. His reasoning shows that he knows that systems (such as the fuel and electronic systems) may intersect at several points and that an apparently or possibly failed component in one system may reflect an action, or lack of action, in another system.

In contrast, the novice generated relatively few hypotheses for any given problem. His protocols indicate that this is because he has little knowledge about the relationships between given symptoms and their causes and also because his causal model is inadequate. In solving the same problem the advanced student was working on above, the novice reasoned:

This problem could be in the fuel system, ignition system...we know it's not in the starting system because the car will crank over...One small drop of fuel...In that bowl...so it's in the fuel system...the fuel pump's... supposed to turn for 10 to 15 seconds...I can't hear it...It might just be a bad fuel pump.

We can see little evidence of an integrated hierarchy of levels in his organization of symptom-fault sets. While his hypotheses were sometimes at the system level (i.e., fuel system) and sometimes at the component level (i.e., fuel pump is bad), in only one problem (this one) did he clearly consider first a system and then a component within that system. More commonly, he generated hypotheses at both levels and then investigated only specific components. Furthermore, he showed a similar lack of integration in his causal model. Specifically, he never considered the possibility that one system could affect the behavior of another. His knowledge appeared to stop at the individual component's behavior and did not include the possibility that the actions of another system (the electronic system) could be affecting the behavior of the component he was considering (the fuel pump).

While the novice knew about many of the components of the car's engine and about what their connections were within a single system, he did not know how the systems and the components in different systems were interrelated. The advanced student, on the other hand, knew both the connections between components and the connections between systems. Thus the advanced student had a more integrated and complete understanding of the car's engine, while the novice's understanding seemed to be highly disjoint. Figure 2 shows our interpretation of what the novice and advanced students knew about the fuel pump, for example.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2**
Novice and Advanced Student Representations of a Fuel Pump
Note that the general information about pumps is available to both the novice and the advanced student. However, the information that the fuel pump requires an energy source which is the electrical system of the car is not part of the novice's representation of the fuel pump. If asked "What makes the fuel pump run?", the novice is able to construct the appropriate answer by using the more general information about pumps, but he does not use this knowledge during problem solving. The same pattern is probably true of knowledge about systems and components. The novice can undoubtedly tell an inquirer what system of the engine a particular component resides in, but he does not maintain this information where it is readily usable during problem solving.

We also saw within-subject changes in these knowledge structures over the course of the experiment. These changes were most evident in the intermediate student. Two examples will serve to demonstrate changes across problems. In working on problem three, the intermediate student made a long and protracted search for the fuel pump relay using both written reference materials and extended visual examination of the engine. While working on problem four, he was able to immediately locate and check the same part. This component, and its physical relationship to others, had been incorporated into the causal model during or following problem three. Similarly, the symptom-fault sets changed as new information was acquired. For example, the first hypothesis the intermediate student checked at the component level for problem four was the fuel pump fuse, which was the correct diagnosis for problem three. He made the point as he worked that he was checking this possibility out first because of the previous case. ("I'm gonna check the fuel pump fuse first [this time].")

3.2. Diagnostic Strategies

In addition to the changes experience makes in knowledge structures and organization, we also saw differences in diagnostic style. Diagnostic strategies seemed to be used differently by subjects at different levels of expertise and evaluation criteria changed significantly with experience. Some of these changes are due to the development of better strategies for testing and confirming hypotheses with experience while others appear to result from the differences in the knowledge available for diagnosis as a mechanic gets more experienced.

The change in how the mechanics tested and confirmed hypotheses was striking. As the example above showed, the novice student was willing to accept an hypothesis when preliminary evidence could be interpreted as congruent with that hypothesis and not pursuing the task any further (i.e. "can't hear the fuel pump"). In contrast, the advanced student sought, for each hypothesis, specifically confirming or disconfirming evidence that was part of a causal explanation. While he was willing to select an hypothesis to pursue on the basis of preliminary evidence, he would not accept or reject it without causally based information (i.e. "the fuel pump's not running, now we have to find out why").

The changes in diagnostic strategies that resulted from changes in the knowledge structures were more apparent in the efficiency of diagnosis. As the causal model gets filled out, it should allow the mechanic to pursue a longer systematic search through the engine and also allow him to evaluate information in more detail and with more concern for the real effects of the behavior observed. At the same time, as the number and complexity of symptom-fault sets increases, long searches should become less necessary, because the mechanic is able to index into his model in more, and more effective, locations.

These two types of changes in the mechanic's diagnostic strategies work together to produce the results we saw. As the mechanic gains experience with making correct and incorrect diagnoses, he gains a sense of what kind and how much information is "enough" to be sure of his opinions. In addition, as his causal model and symptom-fault sets become more complete and accurate, he is more able to select hypotheses for investigation appropriately and to continue investigating a problem to the point that only one hypothesis remains as a possible diagnosis. Consequently, the conditions under which he will accept an hypothesis as a final diagnosis will become more accurate and the path by which he reaches his diagnosis will become more efficient.

This result is clearly evident in protocols of the novice and advanced students. When the novice's working hypothesis was that a particular component was faulty, he either accepted it or rejected it as the cause of the symptom. He never investigated other effects on or inputs to that component. For example, in problem 2, the failure was a dead battery cell which caused the car to crank very slowly. The novice based his diagnosis on the following information:
First of all, we'll have to check this battery... it could be the starter... it could be the alternator... it could be a voltage loss... could be a dead cell in the battery... we've only got 10 volts in the battery- each battery cell is 2 volts and there's 6 cells in the battery, so dead battery cell.

Here we see the novice generating both system and component level hypotheses but, because his knowledge is not hierarchically organized, not pursuing them in that order. Rather, he looks first at the battery charge. Because it is low, he accepts the hypothesis of a dead cell. His diagnostic strategy does not require that he consider any hypotheses relating to why the battery might be low, such as a malfunction in another system.

In contrast, the advanced student generally collected more information before giving a diagnosis. If possible, he confirmed his diagnosis by visually finding the condition that created the symptom (i.e., the disabled fuse panel connection in Problem 3). When that was not possible, he justified his diagnosis within his causal model. For example, in Problem 2, the failure could not be confirmed by visual evidence. Instead, the advanced student reaches his diagnosis with the following information:

... check the starter draw... it's pulling enough down to get the starter to go alright... We put the battery under load, you can see the amps rising and it's charging the battery... So the alternator's working OK... what I believe we have is the cell is dead in the battery... Try the test on the VAT... As you see on the indicator is also showing that it needs charging for the battery is bad... So what we have here is a battery with a couple of cells dead, and it's a sealed battery and you cannot check the specific gravity with a hydrometer to check and see which one's dead.

He reached and justified his diagnosis by eliminating all other possibilities from his symptom-fault sets and the causal model. In other words, he tested and verified normal functioning of both the starting system ("It's pulling enough down to get the starter to go alright") and the charging system ("So the alternator's working OK"). These are the only two systems, other than accessories such as headlights and radio, that affect the level of charge in the battery. Consequently, according to the student's causal model, if the battery's charge is low and the starting and charging systems are functioning correctly, the only remaining component in which the failure can be located is the battery itself. In some types of batteries, this conclusion can be tested directly, but in the car used in this problem, the battery is sealed. Therefore, the mechanic must stop with his explanation rather than attempt to verify the diagnosis any further.

In comparison to the novice, he selected his hypotheses more efficiently, first eliminating competing systems from consideration. In addition, he based his acceptance of the diagnosis on a full causal explanation rather than on superficial evidence.

4. Conclusions

The results are as predicted by our interpretation of the diagnostic behavior as an interaction between several knowledge structures. Both the causal model and the symptom-fault sets change with experience, and we have seen some examples of exactly what changes occur. In the causal model, the most notable change is the increasing complexity of the model, reflected in the growing awareness of the interconnectedness of systems within the engine. The novice is clearly unaware of the possibility that electronic failures can affect things like fuel delivery, since he knows little about the dependencies between the fuel system and the electrical system, while the more advanced mechanic not only knows that such relationships exist, he considers them a highly common source of failures. Similarly, the number, organization, and accuracy of the symptom-fault sets changes with increasing experience. Ultimately, they are able to represent a complex, hierarchical system of relationships. The data suggest that components are organized hierarchically under their respective systems and are never directly considered unless their system is determined to house the failure, or at least to be the source of information crucial to locating the failure.

Building partly on these changes in the knowledge structures, and partly on independent effects of experience on decision processes, the mechanic's procedures and guidelines for accepting hypotheses as diagnoses also change. The processes or procedures used become increasingly focused on information that will allow a causal interpretation of the behavior observed. At the same time, the developing knowledge structures allow the mechanic to search for and acquire more, and more accurate, information from his symptom-fault sets and his causal model. The interaction of these changes in both knowledge and process lead to the more accurate and efficient problem solving seen in experts.
Thus, we see that experience is providing the mechanic with three things. His overall level of knowledge is increasing; the organization and integration of his knowledge structures, both the symptom-fault sets and the causal model, are increasing; and his processes and criteria for reaching diagnoses are becoming more accurate, more efficient, and more focussed on causal information.
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